CSC571 Homework 2
(Due April 26, 2021 at 6:30pm, 4 pages)

NAME:

1. (10 pt.) Do p345 #1 and explain.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
2. (10 pt.) Do p.349 #11 and how your work.

(a)

(b)

(c)
3. (30 pt.) Read the post:  https://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/k-sys/covid-19/blob/master/Realtime%20R0.ipynb
   
   a. Fill in information below:
   
   Who?
   
   What?
   
   When?
   
   Where?
   
   How?
   
   Why?
   
   b. Pick two data mining related concepts from the post and explain them.
c. Is this test valid or invalid? Justify your answer.

d. How would you improve this test? Ideas or update some of methods in the program?